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The Fairhope Series, Books 1-3
During the depression of the 1890s, a young Iowa newspaperman, indignant over
the excesses of the Gilded Age, led a group of midwesterners to the eastern shore
of Mobile Bay, where they established a model community based on the utopian
ideals of Henry George. In Women of Fair Hope, Paul M. Gaston follows the dreams
and achievements of three extraordinary women—an early feminist reformer, an
educator, and a freed slave—whose individual desires to create a fairer, more
equitable society led them to play important roles in the life of that community.

The Moment We Began
A young girl witnesses a natural phenomenon in Mobile Bay. Set in the summer of
1963, this story follows Caroline on her trip to Fairhope, Alabama, where she
witnesses her first jubilee. During the natural phenomenon, various types of
marine life wash onto the shore during the night. She captures this memorable
event on her camera, along with other highlights from her trip. Illuminating
illustrations and a glossary of terms enhance this story of beachside fun.

American Polled Shorthorn Herd Book
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Hope Heals
In Peachville, even the cheerleaders have a dark side Harper Madison isn’t like
other girls. She has extraordinary powers, but her inability to control them has
gotten her kicked from so many foster homes she’s lost count. Shadowford Home
is her last chance, and she hopes Peachville High will be the fresh start she needs.
But when evidence ties her to the gruesome murder of a Demons cheerleader,
Harper discovers this small town has a big secret.

A Season For Hope
Download the first book in this bestselling, completed series FREE! The moment
they believe all hope is lost is the moment something real finally begins. Penny
Wright has loved her brother’s best friend Mason for years, but she’s only been
sleeping with him for one. Mason is in her bed one night and in the arms of
someone else the next, but no matter how hard Penny tries to pretend it’s all in
fun, this secret, non-relationship is tearing her apart. She’s trying her best to be
flexible, but let’s face it. A girl can only bend so far until she breaks. When it all
comes to a head in a nothing-will-ever-be-the-same-again kind of moment, Penny
is left with one breathtaking choice. Stay and face the music, or run away with
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Mason and try to find out, once and for all, if what they have together is real. Each
book in the Fairhope series can stand-alone, but you'll see updates on your favorite
characters throughout each book, so read them in order to get the most out of the
series! This is a full-length novel of 80,000 words. **Due to sexual content, this
book is best suited to readers 16+** Don't Miss the rest of the Fairhope series: 1.
The Trouble With Goodbye (Free) 2. The Moment We Began 3. A Season For Hope
4. The Fear of Letting Go 5. A Life With No Regrets 6. The Trouble With I Do

American Short-horn Herd Book, Containing Pedigrees of Shorthorn Cattle
From a young age, Ricky loved to create art. He sketched detailed scenes of his life
growing up near the bay. When a terrible accident left Ricky blind, he gave up all
hope of creating art again. Encouraged by family and friends, Ricky worked to
overcome obstacles and discovered new ways to make art. What happened next
was something he never expected!

Art from the Heart
In late 1832, a young missionary couple sailed from the Chesapeake Bay, headed
for western Africa. John Leighton Wilson and his wife, Jane, were traveling to the
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colony of Liberia, where they—and their fellow passengers, mostly liberated slaves
and freeborn African Americans—hoped to find an alternative to the inequality of
the American South. Soon after their arrival, though, conflict erupted between the
settlers and their Grebo and Mpongwe neighbors, shattering the Wilsons' utopian
dreams. The true nightmare, however, came when they returned to the United
States. Confronting an onrushing war, the Wilsons were forced to make a terrible
choice, revealing with tragic finality where—and with whom—they felt they truly
belonged. A sweeping transatlantic story of good intentions and cruel
consequences, By the Rivers of Water offers a humane portrait of two very
different worlds, both riven by war and racial hatred and sustained by deep—and,
occasionally, shared—faiths.

The American Shorthorn Herd Book
Interest in progressive education and feminist pedagogy has gained a significant
following in current educational reform circles. Founding Mothers and Others
examines the female founders of progressive schools and other female educational
leaders in the early twentieth century and their schools or educational movements.
All of the women led remarkable lives and their legacies are embedded in
education today. The book examines the lessons to be learned from their work and
their lives. The book also analyzes whether their leadership styles support
contemporary feminist theories of leadership that argue women administrators
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tend to be more inclusive, democratic, and caring than male administrators.
Through an examination of these women, this book looks critically at the ways in
which the leaders' administrative styles and behaviors lend support to feminist
claims.

A Life with No Regrets
Fairhope
The Goat World, Devoted to the Upbuilding of the Goat
Industry
Ophelia Griffin - Brilliant and Beautiful FBI Agent - finds herself back in Fairhope,
Alabama for work. Forced to deal with the hurt and loss her hometown represents,
she reunites with high school nemesis, flirty and beyond handsome, Seth Corrigan.
Still the ladies man she knew him to be, Ophelia's first thought is to stay away
from Seth but the fire her body feels from his touch brings back the schoolgirl
crush that she thought had extinguished long ago.Seth Corrigan - College Professor
and Bartender extraordinaire - has returned to Fairhope, Alabama. Purchasing the
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family bar and teaching at the local college, Seth has found his home and true
calling. Only problem, he wasn't planning on spitfire Ophelia Griffin to walk back in
the bar and turn his world upside down. Torn between immediately claiming
Ophelia as his or taking things slow building a friendship, Seth becomes frustrated
when Ophelia won't play along with his "friends only" game.Their undeniable
connection pulls their bodies and hearts together in a whirlwind romance. But will
love prevail when Ophelia is faced with a career decision that takes her away from
Seth and Fairhope?

Fairhope in the Roaring Twenties
Three centuries of Utopian dreams came true in the 1890s, when a group of
idealists founded Fairhope as a cooperative colony on a lush bluff along Alabama’s
Gulf Coast. The visionary settlers thought their experimental village had a “fair
hope” of success. An oasis of idealism and equality, Fairhope not only succeeded
but grew into an elegant enclave of individualism and intellect. The bayside town is
the world’s oldest and largest single-tax colony as well as a popular resort that
draws visitors from around the world. Photographic images herein capture the
unique development by adventurous characters with diverse backgrounds. This
book is a map of “Old Fairhope.”
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By the Rivers of Water
Whether it's twirling a sparkly baton, making a plate of deviled eggs for dinner on
the grounds, releasing a pig onto the field during the rival school's halftime show,
or clipping a giant bow in a little girl's hair, Leslie Anne Tarabella knows how to
celebrate life in the South. Her observations of our well-mannered way of life will
have you laughing and crying as you begin to celebrate southern culture. Well
mannered children, brides who prefer Mason Jars over proper crystal, and a love
for family and friends are only the beginning o fthe topics you'll find here in a
collection of her most popular newspaper columns.

Full of Fair Hope
"They buried my parents on a Friday, and by Saturday afternoon, I was on my way
to live with an uncle I barely knew in a town I’d never heard of before in my life."
After the tragic death of her parents, seventeen-year-old witch, Lenora “Lenny”
Thorne, is sure life will never be good again. It’s bad enough when The Witch’s
Council sends her to live with her ancient Great-Uncle Martin, a man she hardly
knows, but they also expect her to attend the local human high school and pretend
to be a normal person. To her surprise, though, Martin is actually amazing, and her
first day at Newcastle High is better than she could have imagined. Maybe there’s
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a future for her here, after all. But when one of her new friends goes missing,
Lenny is pulled into an investigation that even The Council won’t touch. She’s in
way over her head, but the lives of five local teens are on the line. She refuses to
just let them die. With the help of a handsome and mysterious new ally named Kai,
Lenny vows to find the girls and bring the demon who kidnapped them to justice.
But will she save her friend in time? Or will she be the demon’s next target? Join
more than a thousand readers who have already grown to love this fast-paced,
young adult paranormal mystery through the author's Live YouTube readings!

The Trouble with I Do
In Peachville, there's a fine line between good and evil. That line is about to be
crossed.

Shadow Demons
Jo My life is exactly the way I want it to be. No messy attachments or confusing
relationships. Just me and my dad working at the bar, doing our best to make this
place a success again. Which is of course when Colton walks into my life. I
practically begged him to come work for us because we needed the help, but I had
no idea at the time just how much he would threaten the peaceful life I've built for
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myself here in Fairhope.I don't want to fall in love again. I did that once and it
nearly killed me when he turned out to be someone different from the man I
thought he was. I'm not sure my heart can survive that a second time. But lately,
as far as Colton is concerned, I'm not sure I can help myself.ColtonI'm the life of
the party. The guy you come to when you want to have a good time, no strings
attached. But what if I want more? Jo is the most beautiful, most complicated
woman I've ever met in my life. She's also my boss. And no matter how hard I try
to break through the walls she's built around herself, she keeps putting them right
back up.I'm determined to get to know the real Jo, and while I'm not giving up any
time soon, I only hope I can be the man she needs me to be when the time
comes.Jo hides from everyone and everything, terrified of getting hurt again.
Colton is an open book, scared of never finding the one connection that will be
strong enough to last. When tragedy strikes and they are both left reeling in its
wake, will they learn to lean on each other? Or will the fear of regret and pain push
them apart forever?

The library of sir George Grey, K.C.B. [a catalogue, compiled by
W.H.I. Bleek, sir G. Grey and J. Cameron].
A charming, humorous, and colorful coming of age memoir Bay Boy is a collection
of essays by award-winning young adult author Watt Key that chronicles his
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boyhood in Point Clear, Alabama. During his childhood, Point Clear was not the
tony enclave of today with its spas, art galleries, and multi-million-dollar waterfront
properties. Rather, it was a sleepy resort community, practically deserted in the
winter, with a considerable population of working-class residents. As Key writes in
his introduction, “Life in Point Clear is really about being outside. . . . I have never
found a place so perfectly suited to exercise a young boy’s imagination.” And so
Key filled his hours collecting driftwood to make forts, scooting around the bay in a
sturdy Stauter-Built boat, and doing art and writing stories when it rained. There is
no literary artifice in these pages. The tone here is simple and direct, punctuated
by laugh-out-loud moments. Key writes about Gulf Coast traditions including Mardi
Gras, shrimping, fishing, dove hunting, hurricanes, jubilees, and camping out.
These stories are full of colorful characters—Nasty Bill Dickson, a curmudgeonly
tow-truck driver; I’llNeeda, a middle-aged homeless woman encamped in a shack
across the road; and the Ghost of Zundel’s Wharf, “the restless soul of a long-dead
construction worker.” The stories are illustrated by charming and evocative
artwork by the author’s younger brother Murray Key.

Sometimes Life is Just Not Fair
The Moment We Began
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In this exquisitely wrought memoir of a committed life, historian, and civil rights
activist, Paul Gaston reveals his deep roots in Fairhope---the unique Utopian
community founded in 1894 by his grandfather on the shores of Mobile Bay,
Alabama. Fairhope grew into a unique political, economic, and educational
experiment and a center of radical economic and educational ideals. As time
passed, however, Fairhope's radical nature went into decline. By the early 1950s,
the author began to look outward for ways to take part in the coming struggle---the
civil rights movement. Gaston's career at the University of Virginia, where he
taught from 1957-97, forms the core of Coming of Age in Utopia.

Jubilee!
Download the first book in this bestselling, completed series FREE! Getting dumped
just before Christmas is her worst nightmare. And her greatest blessing Bailey
Houston has spent so many years thinking Preston Wright was “The One” that
when he says it’s over, it’s like he flipped her entire world upside down and shook
her up like a snowglobe. The last thing she expects is for a guy like Judd Kohler to
come crashing into her life. Literally. He was coming out. She was going in. Her
face got in the way. You get the picture. It was an accident. Running into him twice
in one day, though? That was starting to feel like fate. “My mother always says
Christmas is a magical time of year. A season for hope. All I know is that just when
I thought I’d lost mine, hope somehow found its way back to me. Just in time for
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Christmas.” Each book in the Fairhope series can stand-alone, but you'll see
updates on your favorite characters throughout each book, so read them in order
to get the most enjoyment out of the series! This series is now complete, so read
them all. Book 1. The Trouble With Goodbye (FREE) Book 2. The Moment We Began
Book 3. A Season for Hope Book 4. The Fear of Letting Go Book 5. A Life With No
Regrets Book 6. The Trouble With I Do **Due to sexual content, this book is best
suited to readers 16+**

American short-horn herd book, containing pedigrees of shorthorn cattle
Unexpected Hope
Coming of Age in Utopia
Second Prize Winner in the 2013 Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award Best friends
Cam Greene and Margot Parissi are completely opposite in looks, personality, and
taste, but they have been as close as sisters since they were kids. About the only
things the two friends do share are an affection for art, a deep appreciation for
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home and family, and a fierce wariness of men. But when fate sends a devastating
hurricane their way, more than just the town is threatened; Cam and Margot must
contend with two handsome newcomers as well. Chase Jackson is handsome,
successful, and thoughtful, and totally smitten with Cam. He is determined to give
her the love and support her heart longs to reclaim, but Cam is uncertain. Will
Chase's devotion be enough for Cam to find her faith and believe again in happily
ever after? Jim Shepard is sexy, bold, and confident; a winning combination that
has served him well. But that is before he meets Margot and realizes that she is his
most appealing challenge yet. Jim refuses to play Margot's games, but what will it
take for Margot to realize that he is the one man she didn't know she was looking
to find? On this hopeful, whirlwind journey, Cam and Margot rely on the strength of
their friendship as they recover from heartbreak, restore their faith in love, and
rebuild their liveseven better than before.

Beautiful Demons
Fairhope Ophelia
"If God is so good, why do innocent people suffer? What is our hope when someone
we love dies? How do we go on when our hearts are broken? When the heartaches
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come, these reflections, prayers, and activities will help every child find their way
forward with God. In the back of the book, parents, grandparents, and teachers will
find the coaching they need to love their children through difficult times" -- p. [4] of
cover.

Women of Fair Hope
The Library of His Excellency Sir George Grey: pt. 1. South
Africa (within the limits of British influence) by W.H.I. Bleek.
pt. 2. Africa (north of the tropic of Capricorn) by W.H.I. Bleek.
pt. 3. Madagascar, by J. Cameron and W.H.I. Bleek
Over one hundred thousand copies sold in the Fairhope series! Right now, get the
first three books in this emotional New Adult Contemporary Romance series Free!
This set includes: The Trouble With Goodbye (Book 1: Leigh Anne and Knox) Two
years ago, Leigh Anne Davis shocked everyone in tiny Fairhope, Georgia when she
broke up with her wealthy boyfriend to attend an Ivy League university a thousand
miles away. At school, she finds a happiness and independence she's never known.
Until one terrifying night takes it all away from her. With no place else to go, Leigh
Anne heads home to reclaim her old life. A life she worked so hard to escape. On
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the outside, she seems like the same girl everyone has always known. But deep
inside, she's hiding a terrible secret. That's when she meets Knox Warner, a
troubled newcomer to Fairhope. His eyes have the same haunted look she sees
every day in the mirror, and when she's near him, the rest of the world fades away.
But being with Knox would mean disappointing everyone all over again. If she
wants to save what's left of her old life, she has no choice but to say goodbye to
him forever. Only, the trouble with goodbye is that sometimes it's about courage
and sometimes it's about fear. And sometimes you're too broken to know the
difference until it's too late. The Moment We Began (Book 2: Penny and Mason)
The moment they both believe all hope is lost is the moment something real finally
begins. I have loved Mason Trent for years, but I've only been sleeping with him for
one. None of my friends know about our secret passion. He's in my bed one night
and in the arms of someone else the next. And it's tearing me apart. I've done
everything I can think of to make him mine, but the more I cling to him, the harder
he pushes me away. I'm spiraling out of control, not sure how much more of this I
can take. A girl can only bend so far until she breaks. And when I do, I break
completely. I'm talking about one night of bad decisions, all leading to a my-worldwill-never-be-the-same kind of moment. A moment where I need Mason more than
ever. True to form, though, he's running. But I intend to go with him this time. I'm
willing to leave my money, my family, my friends behind for this one last chance to
see if he could ever really love me the way I deserve to be loved. I'm willing to
sacrifice forever if it means one real moment with him. A Season For Hope (Book 3:
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Bailey and Judd) Being dumped just before the holidays was my worst nightmare.
I'd spent so many years thinking Preston Wright was the one for me that when he
told me it was over, I thought I'd rather die than face the future. I never expected
someone like Judd Kohler to come crashing into my life. Literally. He was coming
out. I was going in. My face got in the way. You get the picture. It was an accident.
Running into him twice in one day, though? It started to feel like fate. My mother
always says Christmas is a magical time of year. A season for hope. All I know is
that just when I thought I'd lost mine, hope somehow found its way back to me.
Just in time for Christmas. This series is complete!! Each book in the Fairhope
series can stand alone, but you’ll see updates on your favorite characters
throughout each book. 1. The Trouble With Goodbye 2. The Moment We Began 3. A
Season for Hope 4. The Fear of Letting Go 5. A Life With No Regrets 6. The Trouble
With I Do

Sweet Somethings
"It is cancer." Those three words would send Donna Ward, wife of baseball star
Turner Ward, on a terrifying journey. First came the double mastectomy, resulting
in overwhelming pain and a body that would not heal. Over the next eight years,
Donna would face twelve more surgeries to repair the damage. Physical and
emotional exhaustion wore her to the point of nearly giving up. The spiritual battle
was worse, causing her to withdraw from everyone and doubt even the love of God
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and her compassionate husband. Where was God? How could He allow her to face
all of this? Would it ever end? Through raw and vulnerable journal entries, Donna
takes us on her journey. Current narrative sections speak of what she has learned
since writing those words. Her deeply moving story is one of faith in God, love
between husband and wife, and hope for a bright future-on this earth and beyond.

Founding Mothers and Others
The Majorettes Are Back in Town
When all seems lost, where can hope be found? Katherine and Jay married right
after college and sought adventure far from home in Los Angeles, CA. As they
pursued their dreams--she as a model and he as a lawyer--they planted their lives
in the city and in their church community. Their son, James, came along
unexpectedly in the fall of 2007, and just six months later, everything changed in a
moment for this young family. On April 21, 2008, as James slept in the other room,
Katherine collapsed, suffering a massive brain stem stroke without warning.
Miraculously, Jay came home in time and called for help. Katherine was
immediately rushed into micro-brain surgery, though her chance of survival was
slim. As the sun rose the next morning, the surgeon proclaimed that Katherine had
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survived the removal of part of her brain, though her future recovery was
completely uncertain. Yet in that moment, there was a spark of hope. Through 40
days on life support in the ICU and nearly two years in full-time brain rehab, that
spark of hope was fanned into flame. Defying every prognosis with grit and grace,
Katherine and Jay, side by side, struggled to regain a life for Katherine as she relearned to talk and eat and walk. Returning home with a severely disabled body
but a completely renewed purpose, they committed to celebrate this gift of a
second chance by embracing life fully, even though that life looked very different
than they could have ever imagined. In the midst of continuing hardships and
struggles, both in body and mind, Katherine and Jay found what we all long to find .
. . hope, hope that heals the most broken place, our souls. An excruciating yet
beautiful road to recovery has led the Wolf family to their new normal, in which
almost every moment of life is marked with the scars of that fateful April day in
2008. Now, eight years later, Katherine and Jay are stewarding their story of
suffering, restoration, and Christ-centered hope in this broken world through their
ministry Hope Heals.

The Bookseller
**Due to some sexual content and mature themes, this novel is intended for
audiences ages 17+** Two years ago, Leigh Anne Davis shocked everyone in tiny
Fairhope, Georgia when she broke up with her wealthy boyfriend to attend an Ivy
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League university a thousand miles away. At school, she finds a happiness and
independence she's never known. Until one terrifying night takes it all away from
her. With no place else to go, Leigh Anne heads home to reclaim her old life. A life
she worked so hard to escape. On the outside, she seems like the same girl
everyone has always known. But deep inside, she's hiding a terrible secret. That's
when she meets Knox Warner, a troubled newcomer to Fairhope. His eyes have the
same haunted look she sees every day in the mirror, and when she's near him, the
rest of the world fades away. But being with Knox would mean disappointing
everyone all over again. If she wants to save what's left of her old life, she has no
choice but to say goodbye to him forever. Only, the trouble with goodbye is that
sometimes it's about courage and sometimes it's about fear. And sometimes
you're too broken to know the difference until it's too late.

The Witch's Key
She'll have to let go of the past in order to find a love that could last a lifetime. All I
wanted when I moved to Fairhope was to disappear. I wanted to become a ghost. A
stranger to everyone who knew me before, including my parents. Especially my
parents. I never expected to become someone. A friend. A faithful employee. A
scholar. And least of all, a lover. Love is a word I never truly understood until I
moved here and witnessed it with my own eyes. My own heart. I always believed
love was a fairy tale, and now that I'm starting to fall for Fairhope's most eligible
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billionaire, Preston Wright, it all feels like some cruel joke. A dream I need to shake
myself out of before it's too late. Before I make the same mistakes my mother
made and end up right back where I started. I know I should stay as far away from
him as possible, but fate keeps pulling us back together. I've never been so afraid
of something in my life. And I've never wanted someone more. This is Book 4 of
the Fairhope series. While each book can be read as a stand-alone, some
characters interactions and events will be more meaningful if you follow this series
from the beginning. Book 1: The Trouble With Goodbye (Also available now in
Audiobook ) Book 2: The Moment We Began Book 3: A Season For Hope Book 4:
The Fear of Letting Go

The Trouble with Goodbye
The 1920s roared into the quiet bay-front utopian village of Fairhope in roadsters
and riverboats carrying free thinkers, nudists, bootleg whiskey, Socialists,
progressives, and some of the leading counter-culture authors and artists of the
century. Founded in 1894 as a model cooperative colony, Fairhope had a name
before it was a place because its settlers believed their unique venture would have
a "fair hope" of success. Its cornerstone was the law of equal freedom for all.
During the Jazz Age, flappers and wealthy visitors from metropolitan centers of
Chicago and New York abounded during the post-war boom. They flocked to the
beautiful resort spot on Mobile Bay, an entertainment center with dance and yacht
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clubs and a waterfront casino. The town's individualistic roots also attracted
famous idealists, intellectuals, and social critics of the day, as well as mavericks,
Communists, and some just plain kooks.

Angora and Milk Goat Journal
Poems
Draws on exclusive reporting to honor Bob Hope's top-rated successes while
discussing such topics as his secret first marriage, stint in reform school and
ambivalent relationships with fellow stars.

Fairhope
Download the first book in this bestselling, completed series FREE! The moment
they believe all hope is lost is the moment something real finally begins. Penny
Wright has loved her brother’s best friend Mason for years, but she’s only been
sleeping with him for one. Mason is in her bed one night and in the arms of
someone else the next, but no matter how hard Penny tries to pretend it’s all in
fun, this secret, non-relationship is tearing her apart. She’s trying her best to be
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flexible, but let’s face it. A girl can only bend so far until she breaks. When it all
comes to a head in a nothing-will-ever-be-the-same-again kind of moment, Penny
is left with one breathtaking choice. Stay and face the music, or run away with
Mason and try to find out, once and for all, if what they have together is real. Each
book in the Fairhope series can stand-alone, but you'll see updates on your favorite
characters throughout each book, so read them in order to get the most out of the
series! This is a full-length novel of 80,000 words. **Due to sexual content, this
book is best suited to readers 16+** Don't Miss the rest of the Fairhope series: 1.
The Trouble With Goodbye (Free) 2. The Moment We Began 3. A Season For Hope
4. The Fear of Letting Go 5. A Life With No Regrets 6. The Trouble With I Do

The American Milch Goat Record
The Fear of Letting Go
Bay Boy
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